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ABSTRACT
Technology skills of candidates are often presented to re-
cruiters through resumes as self-declarations of program-
ming expertise, or as social recommendations such as
LinkedIn endorsements. These are often high-level indica-
tors of the candidate’s skillset. In this paper, we present a
method to create a more detailed technology skill profile of
a candidate based on her code repository contributions. For
this purpose, we employ an unsupervised method to anno-
tate the code with technology tags. In specific, we annotate
user contributions to GitHub code repositories with tech-
nology tags found in StackOverflow questions and answers
(Q&A). We also present the SkillMap, a visual represen-
tation of the candidate skill profile thus found, for quick
review and comparison with other candidate profiles. We
create SkillMaps for 66 Java programmers and present a
preliminary qualitative assessment though manual analysis
and interviews of technical recruiters.

CCS Concepts
•Information systems → Collaborative and social
computing systems and tools; •Networks → Online
social networks; •Social and professional topics → Em-
ployment issues;

Keywords
tagging; GitHub; StackOverflow; talent acquisition; pro-
gramming skills

1. INTRODUCTION
Recruiters and technical managers need to know the pro-

gramming expertise of a candidate to decide whether she is
fit for a given job description. For this, they often scour
through hundreds of programmer profiles before they can
find the right candidates for their job description. The
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main source of knowing candidates expertise is their re-
sumes, where candidates also indicate the projects they have
worked on. Researchers have proposed methods to automat-
ically mine candidate programming expertise from resumes
[5, 7, 9]. But resumes are largely a self-declaration of can-
didate expertise and need to be validated by the recruiters.
Also, the expertise description in resumes is often restricted
to a few technology tags such as Java, J2EE and Android
Development, without further drill down into the specific
libraries and components they have worked on.

In recent times, candidates have started using professional
social networking sites such as LinkedIn1 as a testimony
to their expertise. For example, their LinkedIn profile of-
ten contains endorsements of their skills by other people in
their social network. Though the endorsements affect the
candidate search in LinkedIn, some recruiters are against or
indifferent to their validity [1, 2].

Social coding sites such as GitHub2 and BitBucket3 pro-
vide a means for programmers to become visible in the pro-
gramming community as well as to the external world. They
are also becoming popular for validating candidate expertise
during recruiting [8]. For example, Hauff and Guosios [10]
proposed a method to automatically match job profiles with
candidates using their GitHub code repository, in which they
matched the project descriptions in the README files of
the repositories to the job descriptions. But such README
files are often incomplete and may not contain details such
as libraries used inside the code. Venkataramani et al.
[16] presented a method for recommending experts for an-
swering questions on the social programming Q&A website
StackOverflow4 using an expertise profile mined from their
GitHub code. To create such profile, they found the most
term frequent terms from the GitHub code and mapped
them to StackOverflow technology tags. However, the source
code terms may not exactly map on to the StackOverflow
tags thus reducing the effectiveness of the method.

In this paper, we introduce an unsupervised method to
find expertise profile of a candidate using her GitHub code
repository. We achieve this by annotating her contributed
code using technology tags found in StackOverflow ques-
tions. In specific, our contributions are:

1. We propose a method to automatically annotate source
1http://www.linkedin.com
2http://www.github.com
3http://www.bitbucket.com
4http://www.stackoverflow.com



Figure 1: A schematic diagram of the GitHub code annota-
tion process.

code in an unsupervised manner using StackOverflow
tags.

2. We propose a method to automatically find the exper-
tise profile of a user based on her source code.

3. We present the expertise profile as a visualization
called SkillMap.

4. We present a qualitative comparison of SkillMaps with
resumes and LinkedIn endorsements of programming
experts as well as enthusiasts.

5. We present excerpts from interviews with 10 expe-
rienced programmers and technology managers rou-
tinely involved in recruitment, who examined the util-
ity of SkillMaps vis-a-vis resumes and Linkedin en-
dorsement.

In this paper, we address expertise profiling in Java, but
the proposed methodology can be extended to use with other
technologies.

2. ANNOTATING GITHUB CODE
Figure 1 shows a schematic description of the annotation

method proposed for Github code. StackOverflow is a social
Q&A website which lists programming questions tagged us-
ing technology tags. In this paper, we propose using these
tags to annotate the GitHub code to which a candidate has
contributed. For this purpose, we needed code repository
data for individual candidates as well as Q&A data from
StackOverflow.

2.1 GitHub Data
We selected top 50 contributors on GitHub between the

year 2013 and 2015 using the GitHub Archive5, who could
be considered international experts. For this paper, we used
only the repositories programmed in Java language. We
also selected 25 Indian programmers with most number of
followers using GitHub Search6. From these 75 users, we
selected 66 users who also had a LinkedIn profile.

A commit is a record of change to the code. Commits pro-
grammers make to code repositories such as GitHub, and in
specific, the number of lines they change in the code are a fair
indication of their productivity [15]. We argued that com-
mits to repositories where several programmers contributed

5https://www.githubarchive.org
6https://github.com/search

were also an indication of programmer expertise as they were
allowed to manipulate the code. Using GHTorrent7, we ex-
tracted all Git commits for each user for which the user was
listed as an author and the language of the repository was
Java. In all, there were 224,462 commits created by these
66 users as authors. For each commit, we extracted the files
with .java extension. We then found the number of changes
made by the user in each file, which was the sum of number
of lines added and deleted in each file. In all, we extracted
185,454 Java files using the GitHub API8 based on unique
Secure Hash Algorithms (SHA).

2.2 StackOverflow Data
We downloaded the StackOverFlow data from the Stack-

Exchange data dump9 taken in March 2015 containing
3,403,986 questions with the attributes title, body, score, an-
swers, views and tags for each question. In StackOverflow,
tags are technology terms used to describe and categorize
the questions to help users in finding and answering ques-
tions. Users appropriately tag their questions with a max-
imum of 5 tags per question. Also, since creation of new
tags requires elevated privileges and moderators can change
incorrect tags, the tags can be considered good descriptors
of the questions [3].

2.3 Assigning Tags to GitHub Code
We made manual queries to StackOverflow Q&A database

using import statements and method calls used in the Java
code, and found that they retrieved more relevant questions
and tags than those made using the entire code. This could
be because the import statements and method calls were
more generic and pointed towards the technology being used
that the actual code. We parsed each file of the Java code to
which a user had contributed to find all import statements.
We observed that the population of import statements in
expert users’ code repositories followed a power law distri-
bution. So, to eliminate the most commonly used import
statements involving utility libraries such as printing and
I /O, we discarded top 20% of the import statements from
each user’s repository to get an import statement set I for
the user. For each import statement in I, we extracted the
import class and method names using Java Parser10. For
example, in the following code:

import javax.swing.Jpanel;

JPanel grid;

grid.add(<params>);

grid.setLayout(<params>);

we extracted javax.swing.Jpanel as the import class name
and add and setLayout as method names. We then queried
the StackOverflow database for each combination of import
class name and method name to retrieve top 25 questions
and their tags based on the query score. In the above
example, we queried the database using two queries, viz.
javax.swing.Jpanel add and javax.swing.Jpanel setLayout.
Then, for each file, we stored the tag name along with the
number of times it had occurred in the search results.

7http://www.ghtorrent.com
8https://developer.github.com/v3
9https://archive.org/details/stackexchange

10https://github.com/javaparser/javaparser



Table 1: Technological Areas of Expertise
ID Representative Tags Area of Expertise
1 mysql, sql, database, sql-server, oracle Data Retrieval
2 android, android-intent, android-activity, android-layout, swing Application Development / Android
3 spring, maven, java-ee, xml, tomcat Java Enterprise Edition
4 javascript, jquery, html, css, html5 User Interface
5 multithreading, collections, reflection, exception-handling, interface Java Libraries
6 algorithm, networking, recursion, image-processing, compression Networking / Algorithms
7 ios, facebook, social-networking, google-drive-sdk, google-oauth Third-party APIs
8 testing, version-control, selenium, selenium-webdriver, testing Testing and Building
9 flash, actionscript-3, flex, actionscript, adobe, air, flash-builder Flash / Swf
10 excel, excel-vba, spreadsheet, apache-poi, openoffice.org, libreoffice File / Document Processing
11 hadoop, bigdata, mapreduce, hbase, cassandra, apache-pig, hive Big Data

2.4 Scoring the Tags
We argued that the number of times a tag appeared in the

retrieved questions indicated its importance in describing
the user skillset. Furthermore, the files in which the user
made more contribution in terms of number of changes, had
more influence on the importance of the tag. With these
considerations, we calculated an importance score for each
tag per user as follows:

Let P = {P1, P2, ..., Pm} be the set of m projects to which
the user has contributed. Let Fp = {F1, F2, ..., Fn} be the
set of n files of a project p ∈ P , to which the user has
contributed. Let Cp = {C1, C2, ..., Cn} be the n-dimension
contribution vector of changes made by the user in each file
in the project p, where cp = 1∑n

i=1 Ci
· Cp, is the normalized

form of the contribution vector for that project.
Let T = {T1, T2, ..., Tk} be the set of all tags in the

StackOverflow data. Using the method described in Sec-
tion 2.3, we calculated for each file f , a tag count vector
Xf = {X1, X2, ..., Xk}, where xf = 1∑k

i=1 Xi
·Xf is the nor-

malized form of the tag count vector.
Using the normalized tag count vectors for all files, we

created a file-tag matrix Mp for each project as

Mp =

x1,1 · · · x1,k

...
. . .

...
xn,1 · · · xn,k


where xi,j was the normalized count of the number of times
the tag Ti occurred in the retrieved questions for file Fj .

We the calculated the tag score as

Sp = CT
p Mp

where Sp is a k -dimensional vector containing the tag score
for each tag in a project. We calculated tag score for all the
projects for a user as

Su =

m∑
i=1

Si

where Su is a k -dimensional vector. This vector contained
the importance of each tag in the entire GitHub repository
of the user, which formed the basis of forming a skill profile
for the user.

2.5 Technological Areas of Expertise
Though the aforementioned tag vector was sparse, it still

consisted of hundreds of tag scores. So to further specify

the skill profile, we clustered the tags into technology areas
by partitioning a graph created out of StackOverflow tags.
For this purpose, we formed an undirected weighted graph
of a total of 38205 tags in StackOverflow G(V,E), where
node V is the tag and E is the edge between two tags which
appear in the same question. We assigned the number of
questions for which the two tags co-occurred as the weight
of the edge. Since we considered Java source code only, we
created a sub-graph G′ from G using only the neighbour-
ing nodes of the tag java. To cluster these tags into broad
technology areas, we used a greedy approach for modular-
ity maximization to extract communities from the graph, as
prescribed by Blondel el al. [4, 12]. From this graph having
18299 tags as nodes, we obtained 22 communities initially,
and after combining communities with less than 10 tags,
reduced the number to 11 distinct communities. Each tag
appeared only in one community. We treated these commu-
nities as technological areas of expertise within Java, and
labelled them manually. Table 1 lists the areas of expertise
along with representative tags in each.

3. CREATING A SKILL PROFILE
We selected the top 100 tags for each user along with their

scores and areas of expertise. We represented this hierarchi-
cal information as a Treemap, where each rectangle in the
map represented a tag while its area represented its relative
importance. We called this representation a SkillMap. Fig-
ure 2 shows a SkillMap generated for a GitHub user with the
username anupcowkur. We segregated the areas of expertise
using different colors. We further subdivided the tags un-
der each area using the graph partitioning method described
above to allow further grouping of similar tags. For example,
in Figure 2, under the area Application Development/An-
droid, we found tags related to Android development such
as android-service, otto and dagger in a cluster, while tags
related to user interface development such as swing, jbutton
and nimbus in another cluster. We represented these with
slightly different hues of the base color chosen for that area
of expertise (in this example, yellow).

We calculated the relative importance of each area of ex-
pertise by aggregating the tag scores under each area, and
created skill profiles of users by representing them as a bar
chart. Figure 3 shows a comparison of skill profiles of four
GitHub users. In this example, we observed that the user
abreslav was more experienced in the area of Application De-
velopment / Android, while the user matethurzo was more
skilled in Java Enterprise Edition. While the user electrum



Figure 2: A SkillMap for a GitHub user with username anupcowkur.

exhibited all-round skills will a lot of activity, the user anup-
cowkur showed all-round skills but less activity as compared
to electrum.

4. ASSESSING SKILLMAPS
We performed a preliminary assessment of SkillMaps us-

ing the following three qualitative methods:

4.1 Comparison with Resumes
While we could retrieve resumes of only some of the users

in our study, we found personal webpages for most of the
rest. We observed that most resumes provided a high-level
skillset description such as Java, Android and Web Devel-
opment. The SkillMap allowed us to drill down into specific
technologies such as swing, opengl-es-2.0 and jboss belong-
ing to these high-level skillsets.

4.2 Comparison with LinkedIn Endorse-
ments

We observed that though LinkedIn profiles of most users
in our study provided a good high-level idea about their
experience, the LinkedIn endorsements were more generic
than SkillMaps. For example, for the user whose SkillMap
is shown Figure 2, the LinkedIn endorsements included only
high-level tags such as Android, Java, Software Development
and Algorithms,while the SkillMap indicated specific tech-
nologies such as jsf and the algorithms such as levenstein-
distance. We also found that certain skills appearing in the
SkillMap were not listed in the endorsements, such as hadoop
in case of the aforementioned user.

There were cases where certain LinkedIn endorsements
related to Java were not reflected in the SkillMap. Since
LinkedIn recommends users to make endorsements for oth-
ers, we believe that users sometimes accept the endorse-
ments without assessing their validity.

4.3 Interviews with Technical Recruiters
To assess the efficacy of SkillMaps vis-a-vis resumes and

endorsements qualitatively, we interviewed 10 respondents.

(a) Username abreslav (b) Username electrum

(c) Username matethurzo (d) Username anupcowkur

Figure 3: Comparison of skill profiles



The respondents were managers and programmers having
experience in the range of 5 to 25 years, and had been in-
volved in recruiting and interviewing programmers. We al-
lowed the respondents to interact with SkillMaps till they
were familiar with the features, after which we asked them
a set of standard questions.

Most respondents had been using resumes as an indicator
of candidate skillset, and did not choose to refer to their
LinkedIn pages or endorsements. Some of them stated that
LinkedIn endorsements were not truthful, biased or too gen-
eralized. One respondent expressed that LinkedIn pages and
endorsements “told more about the personality of the person
rather than their technical skills.”

The respondents expressed that the SkillMap was a help-
ful addition to resumes. According to one respondent “Re-
sume is a story, while SkillMap is the evidence.” They ex-
pressed that the SkillMap could be useful and efficient for
various recruitment activities such as matching technologi-
cal areas of expertise, meeting very specific skillset require-
ments, filtering of candidates before interviews, validating
resumes and comparing candidates. They also reported that
the SkillMap could be used during an interview to guide
specific questions. Only one respondent expressed that the
SkillMaps “may be misleading in case the candidate has used
a certain skill in a limited requirement.” Most respondents
recommended that SkillMaps be used as additional material
to resumes.

5. DISCUSSION
The preliminary qualitative assessment of SkillMaps vis-a-

vis resumes and LinkedIn endorsements indicates that they
are a useful complement to resumes and LinkedIn profiles.
The SkillMap not only provides an overview and validation
of the specific technologies a candidate has worked on, but
also allows easy comparison of multiple user profiles. We be-
lieve that a SkillMap attached to a resume, or published on a
LinkedIn or GitHub profile can aid recruiters and interview-
ers to make better recruitment choices. It can also help an
interviewer to prepare a plan for interviewing a candidate.

6. RELATED WORK
Cai et al. [6] proposed a method to tag GitHub code with

StackOverflow tags. They constructed an entity-tag graph
with users who were common contributors to GitHub and
StackOverflow. Then they propagated this graph to GitHub
repositories using a random walk algorithm. Though this
study is closely related to our problem statement, it did not
focus upon creating expertise profiles for individual users.
Venkataramani el al. [16] found important terms in the
source code using term frequencies and mapped them to
StackOveflow tags in order to find technology experts. Re-
beiro et al. [14] used term frequencies from titles and ab-
stracts of scientific publications to tag researcher expertise.
Hauff and Gousios [10] used the descriptions from README
files in GitHub repositories to match with job profile de-
scriptions. Researchers have also attempted finding topics
in code using topic detection models such as Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA), but we found some of the detected topics
to be malformed and too specific [11, 13].

7. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The SkillMap is currently limited to GitHub repositories
and to technologies related to Java. If a candidate does not
have a GitHub profile or has not coded in Java, she may
not be able to utilise the SkillMap. We plan to extend the
SkillMap to other popular languages and to any generic code
contributed by a user.

We use number of lines that a user has changed in the
code as a measure of familiarity and expertise. Though this
assumption is largely valid for candidates with large contri-
butions, it may not hold true for small amounts of changes
made to several repositories. If a user does not have enough
contribution to a repository, the generated SkillMap may
not be meaningful.

As a part of future work, we plan to conduct quantitative
surveys on a large scale to further validate the utility of the
SkillMap. We also plan to use it as a part of enterprise-wide
skill assessment, where employee skill profiles are constantly
updated based on the code they produce.

8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a method to automatically

annotate GitHub code using StackOverflow tags. We used
these tags to create a visualization called SkillMap which
provided, at a glance, the overview and details of user ex-
pertise in Java-related technologies. Through manual com-
parison with resumes and LinkedIn endorsements as well
as interviews with technology recruiters, we found that the
SkillMap can serve as a useful companion to these in the
recruitment process. We believe that after further valida-
tion of the SkillMap using large-scale quantitative studies,
it can be a regular feature of progarmming candidate cre-
dentials. We also believe that the SkillMap can be extended
to other languages and be made a part of the programming
environment to constantly update the skillset profile of pro-
grammers.
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